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Barbershop Economics: Can they
help us gain understanding into
the brewing industry’s COVID-19
recovery path?

From the desk of Brent Atthill,
Managing Director, RMI Analytics GmbH

It is amazing how the shift from fighting a global pandemic has quickly changed to a focus on
economic recovery. One of the biggest challenges foreseen is the wide range of re-opening stances
taken by countries (or even States in the US example) which makes it increasingly complex to
estimate the global turnaround from COVID-19. In an attempt to shed a light on the variability in
recoveries around the globe, RMI Analytics is hosting webinars to discuss the worldwide pandemic
situation from a brewing industry perspective. The early feedback has been overwhelmingly
positive, and I invite you to join and contribute to this industry discussion. Now back to
understanding the progress of re-opening economies, following the never seen before a widespread
shutdown necessary to flatten the curve.
Last week, on Monday April 27th, here in Switzerland the first re-opening phase was implemented
which allowed small shops to open with the next phase including restaurants/pubs in early-mid
May. The significance of re-starting economies is critical as it puts people back to work, triggering
all the benefits associated including the resumption of on-premise alcohol occasions.
A rather insignificant benefit triggered by the Swiss re-opening of small shops was the opportunity
for me to get a much-needed haircut. Why is this significant? Well, last Monday morning as I waited
for my turn to slip into the barber chair, the situation confirmed to me several fundamental beliefs
I held in regard to economic recovery:
1. There will be a pent-up demand for goods and services (e.g. think about restaurant visits
which include a refreshing beer)
2. Goods and services providers, generally want to return to work and are prepared to adapt
to whatever the new rules require (e.g. think restaurants required to space tables wider
apart)
3. Shutting down any economy for ~6 weeks will have long-term impacts which no recovery
plan can replace entirely – thus we will have in no doubt a poor 2020…..but to what degree
is the nearly impossible question to answer.
So how does this relate to my barbershop analogy? First it is important to set a baseline
Image 1

Hrs/day
8

Before COVID-19
(business as usual)
Days/wk
Weeks/Yr
6
48

Weeks lost due to COVID-19 Social Distancing:
6
March 16 - Aril 27
Days Lost
Assuming 75% capacity utilization BEFORE:
Net Days Lost

Annual Days
288
36
0.75
27

assumption for the business, pre-COVID19. In Image 2,
I’ve estimated the ‘normal’ working schedule for my local
barbershop and estimated the 27 days lost during the
shutdown assuming a 75% capacity utilization. From my
experience last week, Point #1 above was evident from
the line-up outside the shop when I arrived and also when

I departed the shop 1.5 hours later. For Point #2, the barber had clearly opened earlier than the
10:00 regular starting time, in anticipation of the pent-up demand in Point #1. This is particularly
important as it starts to frame what the recovery could look like. In Image 2, an estimation
is made for the recovery expected over the next four
weeks as men, similar as me, rush to the shop for that
much needed haircut. In this view, the barber recovers
15 days of the 27 days lost, due to longer hours worked
and through an improved capacity utilization (e.g. the
line-up outside his door).
days
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Re-Opening After COVID-19

(four week peak demand)
Hrs/day
Days/wk
Weeks
10
6
4
Incremental benefit for additional hours/day
100% capacity for 4 weeks AFTER re-opening:
Days recovered through additional hours and
greater utilization
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First 4 weeks
30
6
9
15

The bottom line for my barber (my bottom line is the haircut below right), his net loss based upon
my assumptions, 4.2% of his ‘normal’ operation and therefore income as a result of COVID-19.
Image 3

Net lost time: 6 week shutdown followed by 4 week peak
Net Days Lost
12
Net Annual Loss
4.2%

What has this got to do with beer you may be asking? Here is my point in all this. There is absolute
certainty we are facing a very tough 2020 in the brewing, malting, and hops industries. The biggest
question I hear centers around gaining an understanding into what the final impact will be; a near
impossible outcome to predict. Thus, we need to look for any data to help us in building a view to
the future (that is the reason for my haircut analogy).
At the moment there are a number of facts all of us are considering and trying to make sense of:
Negative Factors (increasing lost beer production)

Positive Factors (mitigation to lost beer production)

Beer capacity is shut or reduced

Consumers continue to consume beer

Lost On-premise occasions will continue

Brewers are innovating to reach consumers

Unemployment levels have spiked

Pent-up demand is present

Virus exists and re-occurrence is possible

Beer performs well during recessions

No vaccine COVID-19 before end of 2020

Stimulus money will trigger recovery

The combination of the above factors, and how they shift/morph in the coming weeks will help
define the net impact to the brewing industry. RMI currently estimates the beer production loss at
-6.9% as detailed at our April 22nd Webinar. Brewers’ financial reporting has begun for 2020 and
the results (see below a summary in the last section) confirm our expectations that March was very
ugly and we can expect more bad news in Q2 (April for sure). What will be very interesting is the
forthcoming data which comes out specific for May and June as re-opening occurs more widely.
Simply, Q2 will inform us to a large degree what results in the final 2020 outcome.
Our survey from the April 22 Webinar outlines that no one who responded feels the negative impact
will be below -5% loss production, and a majority estimate the loss in the 6-10% range. A net loss
below 10%, although clearly not preferred, is something the industry as a whole can recover. It
will be a difficult and uncertain in the coming months, but we will continue to find our way and
survive, in a similar way to my barber.

Stay healthy,
M: +41 79 859 7099
E: brent.atthill@rmi-analytics.com
Brent Atthill,
Managing Director, RMI Analytics
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Insight Tours 2020, WBMBC Conference 2021, Webinars
Insight Tours
RMI
Analytics
is
planning
for
innovative ways to deliver market
insights across a full range of crops, in
light of COVID-19:
France
Czech Republic
UK
Scandinavia
Canada
Australia
Argentina
Details to follow very soon!!

WBMBC 2021
RMI’s World Barley Malt,
and Beer Conference is
the world’s preeminent
networking platform.

SAVE THE DATES:
March 23-26, 2021

Don’t miss it!

COVID-19 Webinars
RMI Webinars are industry focused discussions aimed
at the various COVID-19 impacts on the brewing
industry with concentration on different regions in
session.
Local industry experts bring their insights and local
knowledge to the discussion. Participants are
encouraged to share views, experiences, and insights
in a constructive and open environment.

If interested in any of these RMI offerings, please email:
brent.atthill@rmi-analytics.com
alexandra.glasow@rmi-analytics.com
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Weather, Crop Development, and Price Trends
EU Weather and Crop Development
Rain brings widespread relief to dry conditions

‘Rain makes grain’ and the previously building
concern about dry conditions, as outlined in recent
Journals, has been alleviated with the arrival of
widespread rains from the UK to Ukraine. The idea
of a looming widespread drought in Europe is
gone for the foreseeable time.
In the map left, these beneficial rains can be seen
across the major barley growing areas of Europe
as circled including the UK, France, Denmark,
Sweden, and Czech Republic. For Russia/Ukraine,
rain was received stopping further deterioration of
the crop but clearly damage has been done which
rain will not repair fully.
FYI, heavier widespread rain is forecast for central
Europe, which offers further relief to dry areas and
poor subsoil moisture conditions (if realized).

Bottom Line: In a market dynamic already leaning dramatically toward the bearish side, the
previous dry conditions were the last bullish scenario to counteract the negative sentiment. Despite
these beneficial rains providing much needed relief, the European crops will require further, timely
rains to assure the crop output. However for the time being, the risk of a severe drought developing
has been abated and we return our focus to the burgeoning supply situation for barley.
EU Price Trends
No trade in 2019 crop barley remains the standard commentary as market participants are dealing
with shrinking demand and building stocks. Concerns about dryness in wide areas and strong wheat
markets have been replaced with improved prospects for 2020 barley production and growing
stocks.
France

Old crop values are lower in both Creil and Mosel in quiet markets with feed barley providing the
main price direction at the moment. Recent rains and with more in the forecast, will provide
confidence to farmers regarding Crop 2020 production and may trigger selling interest. However,
the question of demand quickly becomes critical as maltsters and brewers are primarily concerned
today about over-coverage in Crop 2020 (and 2019 as well). Many traders point to wheat as a
better market for farmers to sell until barley demand is more clearly defined.
France: Prices Basis FOB Creil per tons, Basis July

France: Prices Basis FOB Mosel per tons, Basis July
+ / –
Protein

EUR

EUR

+ / –

+ / –
EUR/USD

USD

USD

Crop 2019
6r Winter Etincel
2r Spring (Planet)

11,5%
11,5%

154
157

-5
-5

1.090
1.090

168
171

-4.8
-4.8

11,5%
11,5%

166
178

-1
-2

1.094
1.094

181
194

-0.4
-1.5

Crop 2020
6r Winter Etincel
2r Spring (Planet)
Source: RMI Analytics

Note: Old crop prices are indications

Prices valid as of 06.05.20

+ / –

Protein

EUR

EUR

EUR/USD

USD

USD

Crop 2019
Feed Barley*

-

148

-7

1.090

162

-6.7

6r Winter Etincel

11,5%

151

-5

1.090

165

-4.8

2r Spring (Planet)**

11,5%

154

-5

1.090

168

-4.8

11,5%
11,5%

165
170

0
0

1.094
1.094

180
185

+0.6
+0.7

Crop 2020
6r Winter Etincel
2r Spring (Planet)
Source: RMI Analytics

Prices valid as of 06.05.20

*Creil feed barley price is estimated based upon reported Rouen export values
**Malting barley with specification min. 9.5% protein
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United Kingdom Price Trends

A continued quiet period with little barley activity in both old and new crop attributed to dropping
demand (UK malt demand taking a dramatic hit due to high on-premise beer dependency) and the
on-going Brexit uncertainty. Feed barley prices have eased 3-4 EUR the past two weeks (EUR
~155/ton FOB) while wheat prices have been more or less unchanged.
Denmark-South Sweden Price Trends
Denmark-South Sweden: Prices FOB per tons, nearby
+ / –
Crop 2019 (1/6)
Crop 2020 (10/3)
Source: RMI Analytics

Protein
11,5%
11,5%

EUR
162
173

EUR
0
+2

+ / –
EUR/USD
1.09
1.09

USD
177
189

USD
+0.6
+2.8

Prices valid as of 06.05.20

Quiet market in Scandinavian with prices unchanged
within an indicative range EUR158-162/ton for old
crop. Rain and cool weather have placed the crop in
good position for the coming 3-4 weeks.

Russia/Ukraine Price Trends
The filling of the Russian wheat export quota has for the time being caused only minor weakening
of local prices. For barley, rain in southern Russian and Ukraine steadies a winter crop that was in
decline (some irreversible damage has taken place) and prices have softened slightly (1-2 USD).
Black Sea prices remain close competitive with French levels and we expect to see a few further
dollars drop in Black Sea prices. Planting progress for Spring barley remains good and remains on
a pace slightly ahead of average at this stage.
Canada Weather and Crop Development
North America (USA and Canada)

Spring finally arrived in the western USA and
Canada which provided a much-needed
window for farmers. In western Canada,
there has been the added problem of 2019
crops still in the fields as a result of last
year’s interrupted harvest due to snow/rain.
In Canada, southern Alberta was the first
region to commence planting and now with
the good weather most of western Canada is
underway
with
seeding.
StatsCanada
releases tomorrow May 7th their planting
intentions report (forecast for -5% to
unchanged planted area).
In the USA, conditions are also favourable.
North Dakota is just starting as the weather
improves (some spring harvest also taking place). Elsewhere, soil conditions are good to excellent;
most US regions are already planted and Montana @50% complete. All things considered, North
American barley crops are getting planted and off to a good start.
North America Price Trends
Old crop prices are unchanged at USD250, FOB for Malting Barley, and down 5USD @ USD190 FOB
for Feed. Little change in old crop Canadian prices on both feed and malting barley. For 2020 Crop
pricing, the market is feeling the pressure of a growing production potential and weak demand;
feed prices in Southern Alberta have dropped USD 15/ton over this reporting period. We have
adjusted new crop malt pricing downward as well due to new crop weakness.
Argentina Weather and Crop Development
RMI’s estimate for 2020 Crop Production is 3.4M tons, on a planted area of 850k hectares which
aligns closely with USDA at 3.3 million tons. Production is lower than 2019’s 3.8M tons when
planted area was 1M hectares. Farmers are expected to shift to wheat’s higher returns at the
expense of barley area. Soil conditions are good for the upcoming seeding period.
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Argentina Price Trends

Little change in farmer prices as FAS 165 for Malting and FAS 135 for feed equate to USD210 &
USD180 FOB. Little demand on old crop, and smaller new crop projection holding prices stable for
the time being. Indications to farmer at FAS 170 for new crop malting convert to USD 215 FOB
which helps compete with wheat prices but will struggle on a world barley price basis.
Australia Weather and Crop Development

Beneficial rains continue to fall in eastern
Australia (see map left) and are providing
high confidence levels as planting is set to
commence. SA benefited as well, while WA
will need rain during the season.
RMI’s early estimate for Crop 2020
production is 9.8M tons and given early
conditions in the east, a crop of 10+M is
possible. We forecast Ending Stocks post2020 crop to double to ~3M tons amidst
demand drop, and unclear Chinese exports
(decision on dumping enquiry expected in
May/June).
Planting by State will vary due to local conditions, and rotational impacts; QLD and NSW area will
return to productivity after drought, SA and WA more or less the same area; VIC down slightly.
Australian Price Trends

Recent price strength has collapsed the past
Australian Malting & Feed Barley prices FOB per tons, nearby
two weeks as a bearish tone takes over
Crop 2019/20
USD
+/- USD Crop 2020/21*
+/- USD
market direction. Transhipments into the east
Adelaide - Malt 1
216
-17
210
-13
are slowing as trade prepares for reality of a
Geelong - Malt 1
213
-24
210
-12
local new crop supply (even exportable
Kwinana - Malt 1
213
-16
213
-10
surplus)
Kwinana - Feed
203
-16
190
-14
Rumour is China has bought new crop feed
208
-16
208
-10
barley cargos at prices reflecting ~190 USD Esperance - Malt 1
Source: RMI Analytics
*New crop values indicative. Prices valid as of
06.05.20
FOB which indicates Aussie prices have
moved lower in order to compete with French
and Black Sea origins (at least until those markets move further lower). Farmer new crop selling
interest is limited at present but given good conditions and we expect selling interest will develop.

World Malting Barley Price Summary
International Malting Barley prices FOB per tons, nearby
Crop 2019/20

Origin

USD

Canada - Malt (Metcalfe)
Canada - Feed Barley

250
190

Western Australia - Malt 1
Western Australia - Feed

213
203

Argentina BB/Neco - Malt

210

Argentina BB/Neco - Feed
France Rouen (Planet)*

180
180

Source: RMI Analytics

+ / –

USD
0
-5
-16
-16
0
-3
-5

*calculated; Basis July

Crop
2020/21**

240
180
213
190
210
180
197
Prices valid as of

**New crop values are indicative only
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USD
-5
-10
-10
-14
0
0
+1
06.05.20

World barley prices are succumbing to
the overall weight of the bearish
market. Australia has made a serious
move to be competitive on the world
stage, but France responds in such a
way to maintain low-cost positioning.
Canada and Argentina are holding old
crop prices steady amidst all the bearish
fundamentals (for different reasons,
Canada with low quality ending stocks;
in Argentina barley is fighting with
wheat to maintain planted area).
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Until greater clarity is gained for the barley demand picture, prices globally will remain under
pressure from generally good growing conditions and increasing stocks. As has been mentioned
many times, the search for bullish news is increasingly more difficult and maltsters/farmers will be
facing a significant task in managing inventory levels as the new crop approaches.
Source: IGC, EC

Global Malting Barley Prices

World Feed Barley: France and Black Sea
US$/ton, FOB

(US$/ton, FOB Port)
290

200

195

270

190
250

185
230

180

175

210

170
190

Australia

Argentina

France

Black Sea Feed

18.04.2 0

25.03.2 0

01.03.2 0

06.02.2 0

13.01.2 0

20.12.1 9

26.11.1 9

02.11.1 9

09.10.1 9

15.09.1 9

22.08.1 9

29.07.1 9

05.07.1 9

11.06.1 9

09
.0
4.
20
20

09
.0
3.
20
20

09
.0
2.
20
20

09
.0
1.
20
20

09
.1
2.
20
19

09
.1
1.
20
19

09
.1
0.
20
19

09
.0
9.
20
19

09
.0
8.
20
19

09
.0
7.
20
19

09
.0
6.
20
19

09
.0
5.
20
19

Canada

18.05.1 9

160

24.04.1 9

165

170

France (Rouen)

Source: RMI Analytics

What does all this mean?
Europe remains the leader in barley pricing, but Australia has made a serious step toward increased
competitiveness, particularly into Asia. The feed battle between France and Black Sea continues
and now has further competition from Australia (for Asia). Until the malt demand situation becomes
clearer, barley fundamentals will be driven by feed grain prices and center upon feed barley’s ability
to gain increased share on feed rations. Without a boost in feed demand (driven by price) the world
barley S&D will continue to weigh heavily on prices.

World Barley S+D Outlook 2020/21
Six Major Barley Producers:
ARG, AUS, CAN, EU, UKR, RUS
Worldwide*

20/21

19/20

31.3

31.1

Harvested Area (Ha)
Yield
Production

3.6

3.7

112.5

115.0

14.2

10.5

Beginning Stocks
Imports

0.2

0.2

126.8

125.7

Use

81.6

83.7

Feed

59.0

59.0

Industrial

17.4

18.0

Supply

Other
Exports
Ending Stocks
2020-05-06

6.3

6.6

25.4

27.8

19.9

14.2

There have been very few changes to the supply situation for
world barley and increasingly the focus has (rightfully) turned
to the big question about demand. Also, as planting progresses
we also turn our attention to the new crop 2020 prospects.
The table on the left represents the preliminary combined
summary for six major barley production regions. These
numbers will be adjusted and updated as data becomes
available. For now, RMI felt there is sufficient information
available to begin the discussion (and debate perhaps).
A few
•
•
•
•
•

noteworthy points:
Production will drop slightly on approximately the same planted area
Supply increases but mainly from Crop 2019 Carry-Over stocks
Usage will decline slightly as malting demand drops
Feed demand help constant with upside potential due to price
Carry-over stocks build in major production regions

Understanding the COVID-19 impact on our industry is only in the beginning stages but the
implications are clearly immense. The resulting price direction remains downward as building stock
levels eliminate any security of supply risk.
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Global Grain Market News

The world outside barley continues on a familiar
path:

• Wheat prices remain rather steady as old crop supply
is constrained (e.g. Russian export quota)
• Corn prices continue on a steep downward trajectory
on weak ethanol demand in US and a big 2020 US corn
crop
• Feed barley is also on a flatter decline path, aided
partially by the current wheat situation
In our view, it appears feed barley will test the lows
from September’19 and we cannot eliminate the
potential for new lows to be formed.

240

Black Sea Milling Wheat, FOB Deep Sea Ports
Russia

230

US No.3 Yellow Maize, fob Gulf
Feed Barley France, fob Rouen

220
210
200
190
180
170
160
150
140
2019-04-22

2019-06-06

2019-07-21

2019-09-04

2019-10-19

2019-12-03

2020-01-17

2020-03-02

Currencies

No major events on the currency front as EURO remains in a band from 1.06-1.10 versus USD. The
GBP/EUR has also leveled around 1.14-1.15. In both cases volatility is lower as all countries battle the
COVID-19 pandemic.

News on Malt, Hops and Beer
Theoretical malt prices per tons

FOB Bulk Vessel
DAT Bulk Container
DAT Bagged Container
EUR
USD
EUR
USD
EUR
USD
Two Row Spring: Crop 19/20
332
363
343
374
354
386
Six Row Winter: Crop 19/20
333
363
342
372
353
384
Two Row Spring: Crop 20/21
352
384
363
396
374
408
Six Row Winter: Crop 20/21
350
382
359
391
370
403
* Average Prices Western European Export Maltings delivered to Port position
** Based upon Average Crop Protein, prevailing varieties
EUR/USD
1.0904
FOB Bulk Vessel
DAT Bulk Container
DAT Bagged Container
Price Change Since Last Period
EUR
USD
EUR
USD
EUR
USD
Two Row Spring: Crop 19/20
-10.5
-9.5
-9.9
-9.9
-9.9
-9.9
Theoretical European
Malt Prices

Updated malt prices are lower with the continue drift lower in barley prices, along with our estimate
of slightly lower processing margins due to the current weak malt demand situation. From various
maltster discussions, malting capacity has been slowed and/or idled in order to manage inventory
levels. With this in mind, there is limited further downside movement expected as maltsters were
very well sold for 2020 and into 2021, with an expectation that all contracted volumes will be
honoured (eventually).
Hops
US Farm Hop Output

There is an expected drop in planted area but most of this was planned already pre-COVID-19.
Reports indicate hops growers and co-operatives are adjusting agronomic practices to temper yield
expectations in light of a dropping demand scenario (merchants demand down as much as 75% for
Crop 2020 requirements). Initial production estimates will be adjusted downward but ending stocks
will build due to weak demand (e.g. craft brewers).
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US Craft Brewer Outlook: Hops perspective
The situation is bleak, possibly exaggerated (rumors of 70% closures), but the bottom line is the
craft industry is being devastated by the loss of on-premise consumption. There is considerable
concern about the financial survival within the craft industry despite Government support payments
intended to prop up small businesses. Despite craft brewer efforts to sell beer while taprooms and
restaurants are closed, staff lay-offs are a consequence. The range of brewing operations is across
the spectrum from brewing full out to outright closure, and everything in between. Industry
continues efforts to support craft brewers through these difficult times.
Some quotes from Craft Brewers:

•
•
•

Central East Coast, “Thanks for checking in. We're doing well, all things considered. Actually, brewing at
full capacity right now but who knows how long that will last.”
Upper East Coast, “Things are crazy now, but thankfully we are still moving along with production only
seeing a 20% decrease.”
Southern West Coast, “All brewery production shut down, may open again mid-May. The head brewer
was laid off with the rest of his staff.”

Similar to the malting industry, hop dealers are watching closely the plight of craft brewers during the
coronavirus pandemic. Sadly, many craft brewers will not survive, and reports are building about brewers
formally shutting down without intentions to re-open.

Beer
USA beer sales continue to be very strong in the off-trade (take home) segment. For the four-weeks
ending April 28th, Nielsen reported beer volumes up 17.7%, giving some boost to brewers: AnheuserBusch InBev +9.8%, Molson Coors +8.6%, Constellation Brands +21.9%, Heineken +7.3%, Boston Beer
+60%, Craft Brew Alliance +3.2%.
Brazil brewing production reportedly down 50% in April, with industry contacts indication a further drop
to 60-70% idle capacity possible during May-June. Brazil and other South American countries still facing
considerable virus containment efforts and mitigation plans including social distancing will continue.

The reporting cycle for brewers has begun for 2020 with Q1 Financial Reporting. Heineken, Carlsberg,
and MolsonCoors early results are outlined below. ABInBev reports tomorrow, May 7th, and Asahi next
week to round out the top brewers representing 55% of global beer production. What has been seen so
far was reasonable January and February months, followed by terrible March as COVID-19 spread and
social distancing was implemented. We should prepare for more bad news in Q2 but with the hope that
May and June will start to show some signs of recovery due to efforts aimed at economic re-opening.

Brewers 2020 Q1 Results

Brewing Company

Beer Volume
(%)

Net
Revenues
(%)

ABInBev (USD)

EBITDA

Notes

(%)

Reporting May 7th

Heineken (EUR)

-2.1%

5.6%

3.9%

Heineken Brand +5.0%

Carlsberg (DKK)

-7.6%

-7.4%

N/A

Non-Alc +5%; Craft +1%

MolsonCoors (USD)

-8.3%

-8.7%

-16.6%

Vol: NA -7.8%; Europe -10.0%

Asahi (Yen)

Reporting May 11th

Source: RMI Analytics
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Industry News
Fiscal policy: US Fed in their April meeting continued to outwardly state, that they ‘will do whatever it
takes’ to support fiscal recovery. A second round of stimulus funding was approved by US Congress with
funds aimed at supporting small businesses (including craft brewers). Brewer associations around the
world are fiercely lobbying for support of craft brewers for relief in light of lost consumer connections
directly attributable to social distancing measures.
A glimmer of hope? PepsiCo reported good Q1 results with Organic revenues up 7.9% and earning up
10.0%, driven primarily on take-home snacks and beverages.
Offsetting bad news, Coca-Cola reported in April a potential reduction in volumes of 25% due to lost onpremise consumption
Dupont has gained regulatory approval for their filtration enzyme (Laminex MaxFlow 4G) which is a
combination of β-glucanase and xylanase to improve beer filtration and throughput. Beyond brewing
efficiencies, which include water usage reduction, enzyme solution like these can address haze issues
which are often linked back to barley. This could lead to minor decreases in malt usage but don’t worry
maltsters, the main benefit would be on filtration and brewery throughput.
RMI Webinars, Understanding the COVID-19 impact on the Brewing Material Supply Chain continue in
May with two sessions scheduled. The May 12th webinar will focus on Europe, including the Italian craft
industry along with global insights from Rabobank. For May 26th, we turn our focus to Asia-Pacific with
a view to brewing, malting, and barley. Hope you can join us!

___________________________________________________
A list of selected public information sources used in the production of the BRMJ can be
found upon request.
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Please note that this publication is covered by the International Laws of Copyright.
Copying or transmission of all or parts of the publication to a third party is strictly prohibited.

This document is provided by RMI Analytics GmbH. The information, statements, views and opinions contained in this document are based on internal and external
sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be
relied upon as such. Such information, statements, views and opinions are expressed as of the date of publication, are subject to change without further notice and
are provided for the assistance of the subscribers but are not to be relied upon as authoritative or taken in substitution for the exercise of judgement by any attendee.
This document is not, and should not be construed as, an offer document or solicitation for any purchase decision. RMI accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct
or consequential loss arising from any use of material contained in this document.
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